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Ever wonder why geese fly in a “V” formation?  I did... and after some research, this is 

what I found out... by flying in a “V” formation, geese are able to reduce air resistance 

by 65%, resulting in an increased range of 70%!  They accomplish this feat by following 

slightly above the lead goose on either side of its wings, taking advantage of the updraft 

created by the member of their flock in front of them. When the lead goose tires, it 

drifts to the back and the next goose in line moves up to the lead position.  During the 

journey, the geese constantly communicate to each other (scientists believe this assists 

in keeping the formation in line).  To maximize lift and reduce drag, geese also flap their 

wings in sync with the leader.  Should a member of the flock become injured during the 

flight, two geese will break formation and follow them down to the ground, staying with 

their teammate until they either recover or die, and then continue on their mission 

objective—talk about teamwork! 

The most intriguing aspect of my research was that there is no designated “leader of the 

pack” with a flock of geese—it is a shared leadership model that relies on every member 

of the group assuming a lead role in getting the team to their destination.  In essence, 

each member of the flock accepts the responsibility of leading the organization to their 

intended destination—in a manner that substantially leverages energy and resources. 

This got me to thinking... what if we could adapt the V formation principles of our 

feathered friends with our “flocks” of two-legged organizations?  Maybe we wouldn’t 

extend the range and effectiveness of our efforts by seventy percent—but even one 



third of that would make a stunning difference in most organizations (Actually air force 

squadrons around the world have long imitated nature’s airborne conservancy strategy–

although most haven’t realized the same level of effectiveness as the geese).   

 Many of us have been taught (both in school and the workplace) that our leaders need 

to be some type of charismatic super hero who can leap over tall buildings in a single 

bound  while simultaneously herding us to the “promised land.”  From my perspective, 

the problem with this paradigm of leadership is that it doesn’t encourage a sense of 

responsibility for those further down the food chain with furthering the success of the 

organization—and that certainly isn’t in line with our geese’ philosophy of leveraging 

and lifting the group’s goals.  

So what if we shifted the “command & control” paradigm to a view that each member 

of the organization could be tapped to lead in a shared governance model... a 

philosophy  wherein each individual’s  unique capabilities and talents would be 

leveraged to lead the team based on specific challenges or goals?  Incidentally, I think 

it’s not coincidental that most military elite forces around the globe utilize these 

principles in identifying specialized talents and melding them into cohesive teams.    

Recently I’ve begun experimenting with applying these principles of shared governance 

with a new team/talent training system called the TribeVibes.   The concept is premised 

on an interchangeable leadership role known as the “Steward,” a person who holds the 

“leadership space” for a period of time when their unique talents can be leveraged to 

achieve a specific goal more effectively.   

Having utilized the TribeVibes concept with a variety of corporate and non-profit 

organizations, we’ve begun to observe a dramatic increase in participants’ ownership of 

the group’s mission, and a willingness to shift responsibilities based on their team’s 

unique talent sets.  

In my opinion, the geese got it right.  I believe that by adapting the team leadership 

concepts of our feathered friends we all could fly a little further and with less effort as 

an organization.  Of course, there is always the option of maintaining the status quo in 

the midst of dramatic economic and technological changes...  however during a recent 

visit to the museum, I observed that this philosophy didn’t seem work too well for the 

Dodo bird whose dusty remains where exhibited along with a host of other species 

labeled as extinct!  
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